
Dr. Arcurio’s Corner
October is upon us! As the weather begins to cool and
the leaves begin to turn, our school year is in full
swing.  I’d like to thank everyone who attended our
Back to School Night in September.  It is a key event in
starting the conversation between home and school as
we work together to educate our children. We continue
to redouble our efforts in working with Respect and
Responsibility as the foundation of everything that we
do.  Please continue to reinforce these character themes
with the children throughout the year as this consistent
message provides stability for the entire school.

We have completed our Start Strong assessments in
grades 4-6 and our teachers have been able to
benchmark our student's skills through classroom
instruction and assessments.  This provides us with a
direction for addressing each student’s needs.  Be sure
to keep in touch with your child’s teacher throughout
the year to continue the ongoing conversation regarding
progress. The Realtime Parent Portal is another way to stay connected and keep on top of attendance and
demographic information in grades preschool through 3; as well as ongoing academic performance in
grades 4-6.  This is also the place where you will go to access report cards at the end of each trimester.
Be sure to log in to the portal and complete any forms required, so that we have the most up to date
information.  If you have questions or have forgotten your login information, contact me at
barcurio@lebanonschool.org and I will be happy to resend that information.

Each year the first full week in October is NJ Week of Respect.  All schools in the state work to bring
attention to the character trait of respect and combat bullying during this week.  One of the ways that we
do this each year is to designate theme days for each day of the week. A detailed flyer is in backpacks
today but below are the themes for each day next week.

● Monday -Wear blue for World Day of Bullying Prevention
● Tuesday - Stronger as a Team: Wear your favorite sports team apparel
● Wednesday -Show your Uniqueness: Wear something that shows what makes you, YOU!
● Thursday - I’m Comfortable Being Me: Wear your comfy clothes
● Friday - Our School is Unique, But We Are All United: Wear your school spirit gear or school colors

These types of days provide us with an opportunity to be silly and unified as a school and help to truly
show that we are Better Together!

Better Together,
Bruce Arcurio Ed.D.
Superintendent
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Office Items
State Testing - Parent Notification
The state of New Jersey requires that parents are notified by October 1st about any state testing that will
be administered by the district during the school year. This is a link to the 2022-2023 LBS Assessment
Information

Social/Emotional Section
In September we began the first phase of implementing “Wingman”, a social and emotional
development program that will promote trust-building, team bonding, and camaraderie throughout the
school. Wingman is student-led and features a program of experiential education activities that inspire
empathy, courage, leadership, and connection. Using fun, purposeful activities to foster deeper
conversations and stronger teams, the Wingman program leads to a more connected school community.
During the week of September 13th, our 5th and 6th-grade students
received training on how to lead these activities as well as model
the core values of the program which are:

● W- Winning isn’t everything
● I - Include everyone
● N- Never shut someone down
● G - Go above and beyond
● S- Step up and take the lead

Beginning in October, our 5th and 6th-grade student leaders will
begin to implement and lead the program for the younger classes.

Substitutes
● We are in need of substitute teachers for this school year.  If you are interested please contact

Tricia Duell at tduell@lebanonschool.org.

YMCA Before/After Care
● Registration

Health Office…
● Bully Free Zone: Thank you to all the parents that have reviewed the Stop-Walk-Talk, Code of

Conduct, HIB parent training, and HIB Policy. If you haven’t done so, please consider doing so
soon. The students were busy focusing on the character trait of Citizenship this month. Our next
character trait will be Respect.

● Nurses News: Just a reminder, if your child is going to be absent, please contact the absentee line
by calling the main office at 908-236-2448 press #3, or visit the school’s website and fill out the
electronic form. For your convenience, here’s the link;
http://www.lebanonschool.org/Report-An-Absence

● What is 988? September was Suicide Prevention Month. As of July 16,
2022, 988 replaced the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline for anyone
experiencing a mental health crisis. You can call or text 988. It operates 24/7.
The guiding principle of 988 is that it ensures that individuals always have
“someone to call, someone to come to them (mobile response) and somewhere to
go”.

Safety Patrol
WOW! What a great start to the new school year. The students have already
shown great leadership qualities. They all have demonstrated punctuality,
respectfulness, kindness, thoughtfulness, and setting a positive example to the
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younger students. I look forward to a great year with our Safety Patrol Teams,
Captains, and Lieutenants.
Safety Patroller of the Month September:  Bella Carlucci. Congratulations! You
have continuously shown kindness, and respect, coming to her post with a
positive attitude. Bella’s positive attitude sets a great example for our students at
LBS. Keep up the great work and continue to be your best! Congratulations!

Art

It's good to be back in the art room. The students are happiest when their hands
are making, so we haven't wasted any time getting right into projects. In the true
spirit of being "better together," we spent the first week of school collaborating
on the artwork for the bulletin board in the main lobby. Students from every
grade level contributed by conceptualizing items that are better together, coloring them, and adding
some very important finishing touches that have made the display cohesive. May this assignment be a
symbol of how we are a community that can work together and build off of each others' strengths.

One of the many
elements necessary to set a strong visual arts foundation is color. Each grade level is currently starting
projects with objectives focused on color theory. The kindergarten and first grade are learning to identify
the primary colors and how to mix secondary colors while making their own experimental works
inspired by Wassily Kandinsky. In addition to color theory, they are learning
about proper brush technique and care. The fourth through sixth grades
reviewed their prior knowledge of color theory and are building on it by
learning how to mix primary colors to make neutrals. We took a deep dive into
the works of Paul Klee to create compositions that will showcase their new
color experiments. So far, I’m incredibly impressed by what they’ve been able
to retain about Klee and his work. The second and third grades will weave into

winter on cardboard looms.
They will explore color
families as they weave and
acquire the knowledge and
techniques needed to create a very traditional
multicultural art form.
Next month, we’ll be continuing work on the projects
we’ve started. You’ll find that students will spend

several weeks working on an art project because the goal is to create authentic art in a way that allows
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students to share the skills they’ve gained. This is a practice and a journey. I’m lucky to be a part of it
and looking forward to the year ahead.

Enrichment/Media/Technology
September was filled with team building, challenges, graphic design, and Eric Carle
in both Enrichment and Media/Technology! Students in 3rd - 6th participated in
small team challenges to start off the year. We "Saved Fred" (a gummy worm) after
his boat capsized. This challenge included very specific constraints and materials to
get Fred back in his life preserver and back in the boat. Next, they built on those
teamwork skills to build the longest paper chain from one sheet of construction
paper with limited time. Who knew how long it could
actually be? Wow! Creativity, problem-solving, and
trial/error/try again moments were witnessed and we really

learned about ourselves! All grades have been taking part in the Author
Spotlight of Eric Carle. We ALL read T he Very Hungry Caterpillar. Preschool
was able to take part in some Eric Carle centers which included floor puzzles,
lacing cards, and retelling the story of The Very Hungry Caterpillar with felt
pieces. They also completed a STEM challenge and built a very busy spider
with limited materials. Kindergarten completed a STEM challenge to create a
caterpillar out of limited supplies and with a time limit. They also make suns
just like Eric Carle has in all his books. First and Second Grade followed
directions and used their listening skills to create their own caterpillar with
tracers and patterns. Third through Sixth Grade has been really showing how much they have learned
already this month with some Graphic Design using Google Drawings and then Google Slides to make a

book cover inspired by Eric Carle of The Very Hungry Caterpillar and in 5th and 6th
grade, a version of the entire book! These projects are beyond impressive with the
creativity and planning, and how quickly they learned the use of all the tools and
functions in Google Drawings. Lastly, the first and second graders have learned how
to navigate and create in a Google Doc. They have typed, highlight/select and
change the style/color/size. They also can insert a picture as well as use the spell
check features. Wow!
Moving into October, we will focus on Fairy Tales in all grades. This will include
STEM challenges, engineering projects, exposure to some great fairy tales both
well-known and less known. We will explore tools using technology and practice
using these tools. And students will be checking out books after completing a book

hunt challenge to learn the library set up!

Music
We are off to a wonderful start in music class!  We began this year with an emphasis on
music vocabulary across all grades.  This helps us to have wonderful conversations
about music when evaluating, critiquing, and interpreting music.  Our upper grades
have been working on various forms of harmony singing including rounds and partner
songs in order to strengthen their independence as they sing in small groups or alone.
The lower grades have also been working on their singing voices and determining the

difference between high and low pitches.  Additionally, we have been focusing on the relationship
between syllables and the natural rhythm of speech.  We used our names to create a class chant and
determined the rhythm notation for each student’s name.   We have been using various action songs to
strengthen our understanding of beat and rhythm as well.  Next month, we will be working on reading
rhythms and will be starting our December concert repertoire.
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The band members are so excited to start making music together!  Our beginners are learning to
assemble their instruments, hold them, and create a sound.  We will be learning our first few pitches over
the coming weeks and will be working on reading these pitches and using them in a variety of
skill-building songs.  The upper grades began by reviewing scales and sight-reading in order to prepare
our winter concert repertoire.

Physical Education/Health
I am so very happy about the start of the 2022-23 LBS school year. It’s always exciting to
get to meet with all of the kids and hear about their summer break and get to know all the
students a little more each day. This September in PE 1st-6th grade we started working
on building fitness levels and playing team-building games. 4th - 6th grade learned the
basics of football and played some touch football. Throughout the year everyone will
continue team-building skills, as this is very important to students of any age. Pre-K &
Kindergarten worked on personal space and practicing locomotor skills such as skipping,
galloping, running, and more to build proficiency and fitness levels. We will build on
these skills throughout the year through activities and
games that promote spatial awareness while working

together. We have also begun testing our balancing skills. We will be outside
as much as possible for PE so please make sure your child dresses appropriately
each day and has an adequate amount of water. In Health K-6th grade focused
on personal Hygiene and our monthly positive character trait of citizenship.
October is National Bullying Prevention month so we will focus on how to deal
with bullying appropriately.  Our monthly character trait for October is respect,
this will fit perfectly with our anti-bullying activities and projects. Physical
education will continue building on our fitness levels and team building skills
and more. Here is to a great school year filled with positive experiences.

Spanish
What a great month septiembre has been!  We are doing amazing
things in Spanish class!
Grades K-2 have been counting!  Our kindergarten students definitely
have their uno hasta diez (1-10) down pat, and are working on even
higher numbers!  Grades 1 and 2 are learning to recognize numbers out
of place.  We practice finding numbers on the calendario….and we are
almost always successful!  We are learning vocabulary to talk about all
aspects of the calendar: how to express the months, days, and year.
Grades 3-4 are working on a food unit with one of our favorite foods:
PIZZA!  We are identifying food vocabulary in music and videos, and
expressing what we like and dislike to each other.  Our listening skills
are improving with every class, and many times we can conduct much
of the lesson part of our class in Spanish.
Grades 5-6 have been making predictions about one of our favorite

songs, the baño song…a video about a boy who asks his teacher to use the restroom
and is denied. But why exactly did Justin need to go to the baño? We’ve made our
best guesses!  Through that activity, we are discussing pictures related to the video
and will read through our graphic novel, La Lucha de la Limonada (The Fight of the
Lemonade).  We cannot wait to find out the whole story!

Preschool
This month Preschool has been learning the rules and routines of the classroom.  We
have all adjusted well to a new classroom, new friends, and new procedures.  We
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looked at different emotions we can feel, why
we feel them and how we can help ourselves
and others when we are feeling different
emotions, we learned about the fall time and
pumpkins, and we started our handwriting
without tears program by learning about the big
and little lines, big and little curves, we also
built mat man!  In October we will learn about
apples, farms, and Halloween.  We are all looking forward to our field trip

to the farm in October!

Kindergarten

It has been an exciting first month of school in kindergarten!  The students are settling into our
classroom routines. We have read a variety of books and completed projects related to the topics of
kindness, friendship, and our classroom community. The class is doing a great job helping each other
learn and sharing responsibilities.
In science, the kindergarten class has raised three Monarch Butterflies. One emerged from its chrysalis
in the middle of September, which was very exciting! Our last two butterflies should be emerging this

week. The class seemed to really enjoy observing them through all of
the stages. We drew pictures and created a butterfly observation
mini-book. They also created a project to show the stages of the life
cycle and a butterfly mobile. Next, we will begin learning about what
animals and plants need to survive.
In reading, the kindergarten class has been working on our first nine
sight words. We will continue to learn three new sight words a week. We
are working on a letter sound a week through our phonics program, as
well as, a sound or two a week with our reading
program. The students are progressing well and

beginning to blend three-letter words in our decodable readers. We work to build
our vocabulary, comprehension strategies, and writing skills each day and we will
continue to build on these skills throughout the school year. We are learning to
form our uppercase letters using our new “Handwriting Without Tears” program.
We have been enjoying the songs and tactile tools that help us remember the steps
for each letter.
The students are completing many hands-on activities in our learning centers. This
week we are exploring a fall sensory bin and matching pictures to their beginning
letter sounds and we are also using tactile tools to practice letter formation and sight words. The students
are meeting with me, one-on-one or in a small group to work on reading, writing, and math skills.
In math, we have been representing numbers 1-5 with objects and with a written numeral. We have been
using a variety of hands-on materials to help us learn our math. We will begin.

First Grade
We’re very excited to be back in school!  First grade is doing an excellent job making new friends and
learning new routines!   During the first weeks of school, we’ve learned about our school and classroom
rules, and in Social Studies we’ve learned about the importance of laws in our community.  In Science,
we started our unit on “The Spinning Sky”.  The students enjoyed learning about the sun and its daily
patterns in the sky.  We’ve also conducted some shadow experiments; the students have discovered that
a shadow can move even when an object is not moving. Later, we will observe and discuss changes in
seasons during Science time.
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In Reading, we’ve learned that realistic fiction texts are
made-up stories that could happen in real life.  In stories like
The Blackout and Henry on Wheels, we’re learning how to
make predictions, ask questions, identify the characters and
setting, and retell the stories in our own words. We’ve also
read an informational text called Look Both Ways! The
students are learning that informational texts have headings
and labels on the photographs.       In the weeks to come, the
students will be using Reader’s Workshop to practice the
reading strategies we’ve been learning independently.  The
students have also been practicing other reading skills during
center time.  In spelling, we are reviewing our short vowel
sounds.
In Math, we’ve learned how to “count on”, “add 10 plus
more”, “make a 10”, and “use doubles” to help us add.  The
students have their own “math tool kits” which include hands-on learning tools like cubes, counters, and
ten frames to help make concepts concrete.  In the weeks to come, we will learn how to use objects and
drawings to help us subtract, and use strategies like “counting back”, and “counting on to subtract”.
We are super excited to be back in school and can’t wait to learn so many new things!

Second Grade
It has been a very busy and exciting first month of school in the second-grade classroom! We are settling

into our routines and having tons of fun while doing so. In
English Language Arts, we are currently working on learning all about
informational texts, and how they help us in our everyday lives! Our first
big writing project is coming up, and we will be going through the
writing process to write an informational text about ourselves.
In Math, we have conquered our double facts and how to use them to
help solve our one-step word problems. This class loves our math lessons
and centers, it is our favorite time of the day! Next month, we will
continue to use our addition and subtraction skills to help us break down
more one-step word problems so that we can become

In Social Studies, we completed our first group project! Each group researched an important person in
the government that works for the national, state, or local government. We presented our posters to the
class and worked on getting lots of detail on them to help inform our peers!
In Science, we are beginning our very first unit that will bring us into the
month of October. We will be learning all about plants and how they are able
to survive in nature with or without the essentials that they need to grow! We
will be doing hands-on experiments and it is always a lot of fun to see our
predictions come to life!
With September done, we are excited for all of the learning we will be doing
over the next nine months- I can’t wait to watch our second-grade family
grow into wonderful learners!

Third Grade
The New Crew is in full stride this fall! In math, we are learning about multiplication and the strategies
to solve problems using our knowledge of products and equal groups. We’ve been studying our times
tables and have had great success with our motivational "Racetrack", earning “car” rewards along the
way.  In science, we have studied how paleontologists understand prehistoric times based on the clues
that animals left behind. Now we know why the word dinosaur means terrifying lizard! In reading we
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have embarked on the Daily 5 reading framework whereby reading and writing and listening to reading
are enriching our English learning experiences. We’ve also read two wonderful cultural tales with
similar plots, and have focused on asking lots of questions before, during, and after reading. We are also
identifying key story elements such as characters, setting, and understanding themes. In writing, we are
focusing on our first personal narrative, which is based on a real experience. We are learning to write in
a way that “explodes the moment” so we can show our readers our story through imagery. In social
studies, we are studying maps and globes and how they help us find locations. We’re learning about the
features of maps and globes and how each helps us locate people and places on Earth. Next month we
look forward to mastering more of our times tables and continuing to learn about animal traits and
heredity.

Fourth Grade
The 4th-grade hive is all a buzz...the past few weeks, and have been adjusting to being upstairs, and the
rules/procedures that go along with being fourth graders. One thing we will be working on this year is
becoming more independent and responsible in our own learning.  We started off the year setting goals
for ourselves and thinking about what we want to BE! The children wrote characteristics they aspire to
have today, tomorrow, or in the future! We also wrote BioPoems to describe ourselves.

In ELA, we have been working on the skills of identifying different types of non-fiction
writing-autobiography, biography, informational text, etc. When we are reading non-fiction we are able
to answer questions about the story while citing evidence from the text. We have also begun to restate
the question in our answer, which is part one of writing an effective response -Restate Answer Cite
Explain-RACE response. Matilda is our class read-aloud and we are realizing that we do not want
Matlida’s life AT ALL!  This story is great for identifying text features, such as character traits, problem,
solution, and main idea.
In math, we have completed module 1 on place value and module 2 -addition and subtraction with
numbers up to 1,000,000. Each day we practice our quick multiplication facts to help us when we begin
multiplying and dividing with larger numbers. Looking ahead, we will be starting multiplication and
division.
During Social Studies we have been learning about Geography, the study of the earth’s land, water, and
air. As we were reading about many different natural landmarks in our country, the children all picked a
landmark to create a travel brochure to share with the class. Everyone is eager to share about their
destination!

Fifth Grade
LBS fifth graders have had a busy kickoff to the 2022-2023 school year.  A major highlight of our
September was getting trained in the Wingman program.  Our class took two days away from LBS to
participate in a number of team-building activities.  These active (and tiring!) games and challenges
were designed to help us grow individually and as leaders here at school.  In the coming months, we
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look forward to visiting with our peers in younger grades
and leading them in some Wingman learning and fun!
Fifth-grade mathematicians have been hard at work
addressing a concept that will be vital to success throughout
the year: Place Value.  An important new piece of this idea
has been exploring exponents and powers of ten.
Understanding how the value of each digit compares to
another will help deepen our understanding of numbers,
particularly when we explore decimal values in the spring.
We have also been solidifying our single-digit multiplication
facts.  Timed activities (like our Otter Creek program) and
engaging games (like variations on the card game war) are
helping us all to recall key facts more and more

automatically.  These skills will be especially helpful as we move into our next math unit on division.
LBS has a new Social Studies program this year, and the fifth-grade curriculum centers on American
History.  To start the year, we have been getting our bearings by examining the different regions of
North America.  We began with a map race to name as many area nations as possible.  Then, we created
short slide shows that showcased key facts and images of its many distinct features on the land and
water.  Our room is decorated with impressive hand-drawn depictions of our country’s natural wonders,
inspired by the poem America the Beautiful.  While
the class has learned a lot in this unit, everyone is
eager to get into the first science unit of the year, and
see what mysteries Doug has ready for fifth grade to
solve!
Our first reading unit is named Journeys.  We have
been reading many kinds of stories (from historical
fiction to informational text and even poetry) that
present characters involved in life-changing
experiences.  At the same time, we are working on
key comprehension techniques, like identifying the
main idea and supporting details.  In addition, we
have been reading a variety of real-life stories, both
fun and poignant, in order to craft our own personal narratives.  We are now selecting an
engaging, unique experience from our lives to write about and share with others.
We look forward to reporting our activities in the Wildcat throughout the year and wish
everyone a wonderful fall!

Sixth Grade
Sixth Grade got off to an interesting start this year:  I caught Covid, and so for the second year in a row,
This class started the year with Mrs. Lawn!  I hope they are not too used to that, as I am not sure we
want to send Mrs. Lawn to Clinton Public to begin 7th grade!
In reading, we spent the first week working with our summer reading, The Westing Game. Each student
(or pairs) created a 3D project based on the mystery.  It was a lot of fun.  We next turned from mystery
to adventure with My Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead Moore.  It is a fun book that the class
seems to enjoy.  Next month we will make a 180° turn and begin reading Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, which seems an appropriate fantasy to lead us into Halloween!  In other
English/Language Arts we have been working in Membean and learning parts of grammar with our
Interactive Grammar Notebook while getting started on our first narrative story in writing.
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In social studies, we are learning about ancient Latin American
civilizations:  the Maya, the Aztec, and the Inca.  We have been
working on a timeline comparing the three civilizations, and next
month we will learn about the similarities in their endings with the
arrival of the Spanish Conquistadors.  Science led us to learn about
genetics and create our own monsters using alleles from two-parent
monsters.  The students were challenged to create a genetic solution to
their monsters’ problems -- they have been very creative!
Finally, we spent a day reviewing and extending our leadership skills
with the Wingman program.  Most of our students are really looking
forward to sharing their experiences with the younger grades this year.

Join the PTA
● Our PTA is a wonderful organization that works in conjunction

with the school to provide students with enriching opportunities that
could not happen without its support.  Field trips, assemblies, family events, supplies, and
equipment are just a few of the many ways that our PTA supports the children of Lebanon
Borough.  Please be sure to join the PTA!  The Membership Form can be found on the PTA page
of our district website.
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